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3 E�ective Digital Networking Strategies
for Accountants
While the concept and goal are the same (to make new connections), networking
online is a di�erent experience. These three strategies can help you network more
e�ectively and with con�dence.
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Networking is essential for every accountant, and in the digital age, it’s easier than
ever to make valuable connections in the �eld. While in-person events and meetings
are still effective ways to network, many professionals are taking advantage of online
networking opportunities.

In fact, 40% of professionals say they network more online than in person.

While the concept and goal are the same (to make new connections), networking
online is a different experience. These three strategies can help you network more
effectively and with con�dence.

1. Be Active on the Right Social Media Platforms
Social media is an excellent tool for networking online. At least 40% of all internet
users use social media for work purposes.

But for social media to be an effective networking tool, you must focus on the right
platforms.

LinkedIn and X (formally Twitter), for example, are considered the ideal platforms
for professional networking.
Your ideal clients may be on a wide range of platforms: Facebook, X, LinkedIn, etc.
It’s important to understand where your clients are hanging out online, and focus
on building a presence on those platforms.

Identifying the right platforms is an important �rst step, but you’ll need to be
actively posting and engaging others to make lasting connections. Post informative
and valuable content regularly, and interact with your followers and contacts to
maximize the networking bene�ts of social media.

2. Attend or Host Virtual Networking Events and
Webinars
Virtual networking events and webinars are fantastic ways to forge new connections
and build up your network.

Here’s why:

You can connect with professionals all over the world without having to leave
home
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It’s easier and more convenient to meet remotely
You meet other professionals in your industry

To make valuable connections, focus on attending events and webinars that will
attract the right professionals or your ideal clients.

You may also want to consider co-hosting or partnering with others to host events
and webinars. Focus on connecting with people who serve a similar audience to
yours. For example, maybe you can work with a �nancial planner to host a tax
planning workshop and share your knowledge.

Hosting and attending virtual events and webinars can help you make lasting
connections that lead to new opportunities in the future.

3. Focus on Content Creation and Thought
Leadership
Content remains king, and you never want to pass up the opportunity to:

Educate others
Establish your expertise

You should create videos, write blogs and guest posts, and be on as many podcasts as
possible. Over 70% of B2C marketers leverage content marketing. It’s an opportunity
to have a voice in the industry.

However, you must �nd a delicate balance between informative and promotional
content.

If you post ten promotional posts on social media in a row, there’s a good chance
you’ll lose followers. Instead, keep your promotional posts at 10% – 20% of your
overall posts to maintain a healthy balance.

Best Practices For Online Networking
You’ve jumped into social media, created content and slotted in virtual networking
events into your day. But you need to go beyond content as an accountant. You need
to remember this one thing: the value is in the relationship.

You’ll meet a lot of people with your webinars, on social media and through the
content that you create.
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Think of everything that you’ve done up until this point as an “ice breaker.” Your
next steps should include:

Replying to comments from people on social media
Sending an email to someone that you networked with recently
Calling up a lead you networked with to ask about the interview they talked about

And you want to take it one step further. You want to make yourself available for a
one-on-one conversation. For example, you should have a Calendly that you link to
at the end of every email so that the person can connect with you one-on-one to talk
further.

Only 48% of people stay in touch with their network. You can break down these
barriers and stand out from others by following the tips above.

Wrapping Up
Networking in the digital age is 100% a necessity. You might love going to
QuickBooks Connect or Engage, but it’s not enough. You can forge amazing
connections at these events and online. It’s crucial that you’re networking everywhere
possible.

If you leave one of these avenues untapped, you’re missing out on key relationships
that you can leverage for:

Job offers
Client leads
Partnerships

Spend time networking and nurturing the relationships you build because these
connections can help you in every facet of business. You never know who will offer
you a dream job or recommend a client to you.

You can – and should – also offer these same bene�ts to your network.
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accountants and �nancial planners to join forces in providing premium services to
their clients.
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